
 

Rates good through Dec 31st 2020 

The San Andreas Fault Explorer   (20 to 100 guests) 
Rate:  $129 pp  
Tour Time:  3 hours 
Recommended times:  9 am to 12 noon/   2 pm to 5 pm 
Includes: Entrance fees into 1000 Palms Oasis,  H1 and H2 Hummers  (Jeeps also available) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        Add ons:  
   
        2 hour private lunch or dinner event at a private ranch: $119 pp (min 40 people) 

        Music, bar, lighting, live performances, mule drawn carriages and more – call for quote 

          

 

 

Visit the rock gardens of the San Andreas Fault. This off road 
adventure takes you into the canyons formed by the fault line. 
Expert guides and optional walks make this a great tour for all 
times of year. We take guests into a 35,000 acre preserve 
containing the 3rd largest oasis in the world as well as a bridge the 
crosses the very crack of the San Andreas Fault. Re-board the 
Hummers to follow an old goldmine trail. We follow through 
spectacular canyons within the San Andreas Fault regarded as the 
oldest in the country where we pass abandoned gold mines before 
returning to the resort.   
 
A total of 1 hour is spent on optional walks and photo stops.                                                                                       
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

 
 

Stadium Seating allows great viewing………………     lot’s of fun for the whole group 
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Our Vehicles: 
 
These are the smoothest off road vehicles in the business. An H-1 Hummer is also the most expensive off road vehicle 
money can buy. Our vehicles can go where no other vehicle can go and do so with lots of extra space – no more 
banging knees up against other people in a vehicle not meant for large cargo loads. These vehicles are rated at one ton 
carrying capacity and offer independent suspension to make the journey smooth as glass. The H-1 is the kind of 
vehicle now used by the military that replaced the Jeep in 1985. 

 

Comfort 
 
Our vehicles feature stadium seating that face forward. 
We run our vehicles with no tops most of the year, but we can add 
one should the sun become a factor in the summer months. 
 
We have the highest safety standard in the business. Our vehicles are open air 
and provide guests with a full sensory experience of the desert. 
 
A Hummer is twice the size of a Jeep and offers the most exciting and 
comfortable way to explore the desert. 

 

Our Drivers: 
We believe the most essential part of our business is our guides who not only make the tour but provide an essential 
element of safety in the most rigorous off road conditions.  Guides are experts in the knowledge of the desert, it’s 
geology, botany and Indian lore. They are both entertaining and educational not to mention expert off road drivers. 
 

Our Company 
We are the most talked about tour in town! You can’t make a visit to Palm Springs without seeing our Tonka-truck 
yellow Hummers. We have been rated #1 with TripAdvisor and the top recommended tour with area concierges who 
rave about our tours – We literally LOVE to make your vacation memory the best with us! Over 100,000 guests agree, 
we want to make a difference. To take you to pristine places otherwise unreachable, we have taken these retired 
Military vehicles and putting them to better use! What a way to see Joshua Tree, in comfort and style! 
 

Our Safety Record 
In 20 years that we have conducted tours into the deep desert in this area, we have not had a single injury thanks to our 
excellent drivers and unbeatable fleet of Hummers. 
 

Terms  
A 20 % deposit refundable with at least a 3 day notice.  Balance is due on the day of the event based on the actual 
number in your party which you can change up to 2 days prior to the event 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

For additional information: Call our group sales manager Bill Blaser at 760-285-0876 
or email him at bill@adventurehummer.com 
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